
Xx  xxxxxxx  xxxxx  

Southend on sea  

Essex,  xxx xxx 

Phone xxxxxxxxxx 

Reference Objections, footpath 36 Rochford Essex FPS/B1550/4/2  

Dear Sir/Madam  

 I wish to make further representation to the Planning Inspectorate. 

It is my view footpath 36 will not be diverted it will be stopped up. 

I must bring to your attention TAB 15 of the bundle—the words “in the interest of the public” are 

used to make this diversion look favourable in the public’s eyes. The word EXPEDIENT  taken from 

Longmans modern English dictionary means “suitable for the end in view or advisable” EXPEDIENT 

also referred to as “being selfish or material advantage” but one that is not right or just a way or 

means achieving an end in view. 

EXPEDIENT in definition is exactly what London southend Airport  have been in all their actions to 

date. The public have seen road diversions, footpath closures St Lawrence’s hurch wall removed and 

replaced with a frangible barrier. I should name more but I fear the OMA may ask what this has to 

do with this order.I will make my point the public given a great deal of time and money fighting all 

that LSA has put forward in its expansion plan. 

You are looking at objections point 24  mentioning “Risk to the public safety adversely affects the 

public enjoyment of the present path” this path has been in use for many yearswith the public not 

fearing for their safety and if people did not enjoy walking this path they would make that decision. 

This path was well used before the stopping up order was put in place. This is not a temporary 

measure it is what LSA intend, footpath 36 will never be walked again and we should be allowed to 

walk it now! 

Location of footpath, states point 11 the current and proposed route is all within land in the 

ownership of Southend Borough Council . The land within the operational area of LSA is leased  on a 

long lease to LAACC by SBC “yes this is so”. Boundaries are defined , an explanation should be given 

ast to where SBC  adoption of the highway known as Aviation way stops and where the highway 

becomes within RDC’s jurisdiction/ I note the order is by RDC. I will question Aviation way  being a 

private road , this road is well used  its surface and pathways are maintained and all areas are well 

lit, this brings me to the point that a highway cannot be diverted onto a highway , footpath 36 is a 

right of way “ a highway” is this diversion legal is the proof open for viewing . 

Airport  safety and security  is mentioned as a reason to divert this footpath 36 . This is not a 

insurmountable problem for LSA. With security in place LSA and public could have footpath as it is 

now. The joint area action plan will see the public walk footpath 36 on the diverted route through a 

business park NO THANK YOU the country park, or Cherry Orchard Way does not go to Rochford  



I object to Opportunities Elsewhere we already have these opportunities. This must be admission of 

taking something away from the public in the plan  for diverting footpath 36. 

I ask the planning inspectorate to take all my points into consideration and I ask for answers without 

be dismissed  

Thank you  

Yours sincerely XXXXXX XXXXXXX 


